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Ticagrelor (Brilinta®) is an oral antiplatelet that was approved in Canada in May
2011 for secondary prevention in patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) when
coadministered with low-maintenance-dose aspirin (75–150 mg). This was based on a
multicenter, double-blind, randomized trial, the Study of Platelet Inhibition and Patient
Outcomes (PLATO), in which ticagrelor was compared with clopidogrel. In patients
who have ACS, treatment with ticagrelor as compared with clopidogrel significantly
reduced the rate of death from vascular causes, myocardial infarction, or stroke without
an increase in the rate of overall major bleeding.1 This resulted in ticagrelor’s adoption
into the guidelines published by the Cardiovascular Society, the European Society
of Cardiology, the American College of Cardiology Foundation, and the American
Heart Association.2–6 However, gaps in the adoption of novel therapies for ACSs are
well documented.7 Primary nonadherence rates to the thienopyridine clopidogrel have
been reported to vary between 10% and 30% in situations in which that agent was
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Background: As ticagrelor enters into clinical use for acute coronary syndrome, it is important to
understand patient/physician behavior in terms of appropriate use, adherence, and event rates.
Methods: The Southern Saskatchewan Ticagrelor Registry is a prospective, observational,
multicenter cohort study that identifies consecutive patients started on ticagrelor. We aimed to
evaluate both on- and off-label use, identify characteristics of patients who prematurely stop
ticagrelor, and describe patient/physician behavior contributing to inappropriate stoppage of
this medication.
Results: From April 2012 to September 2013, 227 patients were initiated on ticagrelor, with
a mean age of 62.2±12.1 years. The participants were 66% men and had a mean follow up of
157.4±111.7 days. Seventy-four patients (32.4%) had off-label indications. Forty-seven patients
(20.7%) prematurely stopped ticagrelor and were more likely to be older, women, nonwhite,
present with shock, and complain of dyspnea. Twenty-six of the 47 patients stopped ticagrelor
inappropriately because of patient nonadherence (18 patients) and physician advice (eight
patients). A composite outcome event of death from vascular causes, myocardial infarction,
or stroke occurred in 8.8% of the entire cohort and was more likely to occur in those older
then 65 years, those presenting with cardiogenic shock, and those who prematurely stopped
ticagrelor.
Conclusion: In this real-world registry of patients started on ticagrelor, a third have off-label
indications and a fifth prematurely stop the medication. Premature discontinuation was an
independent predictor of major life-threatening bleeding and increased composite event rate of
death from vascular causes, myocardial infarction, or stroke.
Keywords: ticagrelor, acute coronary syndrome, registry, adherence, compliance, antiplatelets
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covered by provincial drug plans, with median time from
hospital discharge to first prescription fill being 4–5 days in
two Canadian studies.8,9 Secondary adherence rates to most
chronic medications used in the care of cardiovascular therapeutics hover at approximately 50%–70% at 1 year in situations in which agents are covered by government payers.10
As ticagrelor enters into clinical use, it is important to
understand patient and physician behavior in terms of adherence, counseling, and reasons for changing and/or stopping
the medication. An established method of evaluating adoption of new agents in the community is longitudinal clinical
registries that provide information on the effectiveness and
safety in “real-world” patient populations. The aim of this
study was to evaluate the number and characteristics of
patients who prematurely stop ticagrelor, to describe patient
and physician behavior that contributes to inappropriate stoppage of this medication, and to determine the event rate and
safety endpoints of this real-world cohort.

Methods
The Southern Saskatchewan Ticagrelor Registry is a prospective, observational, multicenter cohort study involving one
center with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) capability and nine non-PCI facilities in the Regina Qu’Appelle
Health Region (RQHR), Saskatchewan, Canada. The drawing
population of this region is roughly 500,000 patients. Consecutive patients beginning ticagrelor at the PCI facility were
identified through the Department of Pharmacy computer
system, Centricity®. All patients initiated on ticagrelor who
consented were enrolled in a registry, and clinical outcomes
were prospectively collected. PLATO inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to assess the appropriate use of this
medication.1 Interventional cardiologists prescribed ticagrelor at their discretion according to best clinical practice. Ethical approval was obtained by the RQHR Ethics Board before
patient recruitment. An unrestricted educational grant from
Prairie Cardiac Foundation was used to set up the database
for this registry. All data were retrieved, stored, and analyzed
at the Regina General Hospital.
Patient demographic characteristics, relevant medical
history, hospitalization, in-hospital therapy, laboratory tests,
and in-hospital patient outcomes were collected. Follow-up
was performed at 1, 6, and 12 months by telephone interview
or personal contact. Data on bleeding events, patient demographics, medical history, re-hospital therapy, in-hospital
therapy, timing of care delivery, and in-hospital patient
outcomes were collected. A 30-day follow-up period was
adopted whenever possible; however, some patients had
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a 6-month interview by telephone or personal contact. If
there was a clinical event, the patient’s medical records were
obtained from the hospital and reviewed.

Introduction of ticagrelor
to Saskatchewan
After publication of the PLATO trial, ticagrelor was granted
a Health Canada indication (May 30, 2011) for secondary
prevention of atherothrombotic events in patients with ACS
who are to be managed medically and in those who are to
be managed with PCI and/or coronary artery bypass surgery
(CABG). The Canadian Drug Evaluating Committee final
recommendation was provided on December 16, 2011, and
indicated that ticagrelor should not be listed on Canadian
Provincial Drug Plan formularies at the submitted price.
Within the RQHR, ticagrelor was added to the Hospital
Formulary on March 20, 2012, but was restricted to patients
who suffered stent thrombosis while receiving clopidogrel in
the preceding 28 days. Effective April 1, 2012, ticagrelor was
also added to the Saskatchewan Formulary under Exception
Drug Status, mirroring the RQHR Hospital Formulary. After
these additions, the Brillinta Continuity of Care Program
was made available through AstraZeneca across Canada
by issuing an access card to all patients. This ensured that
the price of ticagrelor was not more than clopidogrel in the
outpatient setting. In September 2012, the RQHR Hospital
Formulary expanded the criteria for ticagrelor use to include
all ACS patients. As of November 1, 2012, the Saskatchewan
Provincial Drug Plan Formulary revised and expanded the
Exception Drug Status criteria for ticagrelor. All patients
studied received the ticagrelor access card.

Definitions
On-label indications for ticagrelor were defined as those
who did not have exclusion criteria and who met inclusion
criteria as set out by the PLATO trial. Patients were required
to be hospitalized for an ACS, with or without ST-segment
elevation, with an onset of symptoms during the previous
24 hours. For patients who had an ACS without ST segment
elevation, at least two of the following three criteria had to be
met: ST-segment changes on electrocardiography, indicating
ischemia; a positive test of a biomarker, indicating myocardial necrosis; or one of several risk factors (age of 60 years
or older; previous myocardial infarction or CABG; coronary
artery disease with stenosis of 50% or higher in at least two
vessels; previous ischemic stroke, transient ischemic attack,
carotid stenosis of at least 50%, or cerebral revascularization; diabetes mellitus; peripheral arterial disease; or chronic
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renal dysfunction, defined as creatinine clearance lower than
60 mL per minute per 1.73 m2 of body surface area). For
patients who had an ACS with ST-segment elevation, the
following two inclusion criteria had to be met: persistent STsegment elevation of at least 0.1 mV in at least two contiguous leads or a new left bundle branch block, and the intention
to perform primary PCI. Major exclusion criteria were any
contraindication against the use of clopidogrel, fibrinolytic
therapy within 24 hours before randomization, a need for oral
anticoagulation therapy, an increased risk for bradycardia,
and concomitant therapy with a strong cytochrome P-450 3A
inhibitor or inducer.
Off-label use for ticagrelor was defined as those who did
not meet inclusion and/or who met exclusion criteria. Region
was defined as localities within 1 hour driving distance to the
primary PCI center. Race was identified by self-declaration as
white or nonwhite, a method used in other studies in which
the effect of ethnicity was analyzed.11 Patient nonadherence
was defined as inappropriately stopping ticagrelor without
seeking medical advice. All charts of patients who stopped
taking ticagrelor were reviewed to determine whether physician advice to stop/change ticagrelor was appropriate or
inappropriate, using society guidelines. Death from vascular
causes was defined as death from cardiovascular causes or
cerebrovascular causes and any death without another known
cause. Myocardial infarction was defined in accordance with
the universal definition proposed in 2007.12 The Academic
Research Consortium criteria were used to evaluate stent
thrombosis.13 Stroke was defined as focal loss of neurologic
function caused by an ischemic or hemorrhagic event, with
residual symptoms lasting at least 24 hours or leading to
death. PLATO definitions were used for all bleeding endpoints. Major life-threatening bleeding was defined as fatal
bleeding, intracranial bleeding, intrapericardial bleeding with
cardiac tamponade, hypovolemic shock or severe hypotension resulting from bleeding and requiring vasopressors or
surgery, a decline in the hemoglobin level of 5.0 g/dL or
more, or the need for transfusion of at least 4 units of red
cells. Other major bleeding was defined as bleeding that led
to clinically significant disability (eg, intraocular bleeding
with permanent vision loss) or bleeding either associated with
a drop in the hemoglobin level of at least 3.0 g/dL but less
than 5.0 g/dL or requiring transfusion of two to three units
of red cells. Minor bleeding was defined as any bleeding
requiring medical intervention but not meeting the criteria
for major bleeding. Shock was defined as presenting with
hemodynamic instability and/or requiring intraaortic balloon pump.
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Statistical analysis
Frequency distributions were used to describe data that were
categorical in nature. Inferential analysis of this data took
the form of chi-square tests. Odds ratios were used as an
estimate of effect size and standardized residuals examined
to determine which cells were the major contributors to
observed differences. Continuous data were examined for
their suitability for parametric analysis. Fisher’s skewness
coefficient was used to determine significant departures from
normality. Means and standard deviations describe data that
were not significantly skewed and medians and interquartile
ranges for data that did not meet the assumptions of parametric testing. Statistical significance was set at P0.05 for
all analyses.
A forced entry logistic regression analysis was used to
predict the occurrence of adverse target events using variables that were shown from the chi-square analyses to have
a significant effect on the frequency of a target event: age
older than 65 years, presence of shock, and/or no longer
being on ticagrelor.

Results
Between April 12 and September 1, 2013, 248 patients
in RQHR were prescribed ticagrelor for their ACS event.
Twenty-one patients were not included in the registry, as they
were either enrolled in A 30 Day Study to Evaluate Efficacy
and Safety of Pre-hospital vs In-hospital Initiation of Ticagrelor Therapy in STEMI Patients Planned for Percutaneous
Coronary Intervention (PCI) (ATLANTIC) trial (n=18)14 or
were already receiving the medication started in another
province (n=3). Therefore, 227 patients (66% men) with a
mean age of 62.2±12.1 years were included in the analysis.
Although 100% of patients who were still alive at 4 weeks had
a 4-week follow-up, the mean follow-up of the entire cohort
was 157.4±111.7 days (median, 138.0 days; interquartile
range, 73.5–234.2 days), whereas the mean follow-up of the
group that stopped ticagrelor was 61.2±96.5 days (median,
21.0 days; interquartile range, 4.0–82.0 days).

Off-label usage
Seventy-four of the 227 patients (32.6%) who took ticagrelor
had an off-label PLATO indication. Although close to half
the cohort presented with ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI), 19% did not meet PLATO indications
for use of ticagrelor, and 17% would have been excluded
using the PLATO criteria. The most common cause of
exclusion was initiation of ticagrelor within 24 hours
of fibrinolytic therapy in 32 patients and concomitant use of
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warfarin in another 5 patients. The most common cause of
not meeting PLATO inclusion criteria was angina without
high-risk features in 39 patients.
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Patient adherence and physician behavior
Forty-seven patients (20.7%) prematurely stopped taking
ticagrelor and, compared with those continuing with ticagrelor, were more likely to be older, women, and nonwhite and to
have prior PCI or CABG, present with shock, and complain
of dyspnea within the first 4 weeks of starting the medication
(Table 1). Of these 47 patients, 18 patients stopped ticagrelor
without any input from their cardiologists (three because of
dyspnea, ten for reasons unknown, one because of a lack
of financial coverage, and four because of coronary artery
bypass surgery) with a nonadherence rate of 8.0% (Figure 1).
Of the remaining 29 patients, eight were switched by their
cardiologists to clopidogrel for reasons not consistent with
guideline recommendations (four because of nonlimiting dyspnea, one because of surgical revascularization

and fear of excessive bleeding, and three with no reason
specified; Figure 1). Therefore, 26 of the 47 patients stopped
ticagrelor inappropriately because of patient nonadherence
(18 patients) and physician advice (eight patients). The
remaining 21 patients stopped ticagrelor or switched to
clopidogrel for reasons judged by the investigator to be a
result of medication (three had severe dyspnea, five had a
significant bleeding event, two had symptomatic ventricular
pauses longer than 3 seconds that resolved when switching
to clopidogrel, five had coverage for clopidogrel but not
ticagrelor, and six developed an indication for Warfarin
postpresentation). All patients who had no coverage were of
indigenous origin and described themselves as nonwhite.

Outcome
Twenty events (8.8% of the entire cohort) were noted in
this group (Table 2). Cardiogenic shock on presentation
was predictive of having an event in our registry, whereas
age younger than 65 years, off-label use of ticagrelor, and

Table 1 Characteristics of patients who continued or prematurely stopped ticagrelor
Characteristics
Baseline characteristics
Age, years
Age, 65 years
Male, n
Body mass index, kg/m2
 Hypertension
Diabetes
Dyslipidemia
Prior PCI
Prior CABG
 Nonwhite
From Region
Presentation
 STEMI
 NSTEMI
 Shock
Off-/on-label use according to PLATO
Did not meet inclusion
Met PLATO exclusion
Off-label use
Treatment
 Eventually required CABG
Medical therapy
PCI
Follow-up questionnaire within the first 4 weeks
Dyspnea

Ticagrelor, all
(n=227)

Ongoing ticagrelor
(n=180)

Stopped
ticagrelor (n=47)

P-value*

62.2±12.1
98 (43.2)
149 (65.6)

62.1±12.5
72 (40.0)
124 (68.9)

67.4±11.4
26 (55.3)
25 (53.1)

0.01
NS

30.4±5.8
117 (51.5)
69 (30.4)
107 (47.1)
42 (18.5)
20 (8.8)
46 (20)
145 (63.9)

30.2±5.4
88 (48.9)
55 (30.6)
84 (46.9)
28 (15.6)
11 (6.1)
26 (14)
110 (61.1)

31.5±7.2
29 (61.7)
14 (29.8)
23 (48.9)
14 (29.8)
9 (19.1)
20 (43)
35 (74.5)

0.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
0.05
0.005
0.005
NS

104 (45.6)
80 (35.2)
14 (6.2)

82 (45.6)
62 (34.4)
8 (4.4)

22 (46.8)
18 (38.3)
6 (12.2)

NS
NS
0.005

44 (19.4)
39 (17.2)
74 (32.4)

36 (20.0)
29 (16.1)
60 (33.3)

8 (17.0)
10 (21.3)
14 (29.8)

NS
NS
NS

23 (10.1)
18 (7.9)
209 (92.1)

18 (10.0)
11 (6.1)
169 (93.9)

5 (10.6)
7 (14.9)
40 (85.1)

NS
0.05
0.05

47 (20.7)

29 (16.1)

18 (38.3)

0.005

Notes: *Compared with ticagrelor ongoing therapy group. Values are n (%) or mean ± standard deviation. From Region, within 1 hour driving distance to the PCI facility;
nonwhite, self-identified as non-Caucasian. Off-label use for ticagrelor was defined as those who did not meet inclusion and/or who met exclusion criteria.
Abbreviations: NS, not significant; PCI, percutaneous coronary interventions; CABG, coronary artery bypass surgery; STEMI, ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction;
NSTEMI, non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; PLATO, Study of Platelet Inhibition and Patient Outcomes.
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Stopped second antiplatelet altogether

Switched to clopidogrel

Dyspnea
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Significant bleed
No reason found
Overdose

No coverage

CABG

Concomitant warfarin

Figure 1 Cited reasons for those who stopped taking ticagrelor.
Abbreviation: CABG, coronary artery bypass surgery.

continuing with ticagrelor were associated with decreased
events (Figure 2). There were two patients with definite
stent thrombosis, one of whom had stopped taking ticagrelor
3 weeks after initiation, and the other thrombotic episode
was determined to be a result of mechanical issues with
stent deployment in a degenerative vein graft. In multivariate
analysis, age older than 65 years, presenting with cardiogenic
shock, and prematurely stopping ticagrelor were strong predictors of having an event when compared with those who
continued with the medication (Figure 3).

Safety
Compared with those continuing with ticagrelor, a significantly higher number of patients in the group that stopped
ticagrelor had a bleeding event (10.3% versus 21.3%;
P0.05). Although there was no difference in the incidence
of major or minor bleeding events between the two groups,
patients with major life-threatening bleeding were more
frequent in those who prematurely stopped taking ticagrelor

(1.7% versus 6.4%; P0.05). Patients who met PLATO
exclusion criteria did not have more evidence of bleeding
episodes compared with those who did not have exclusion
criteria (10.3% versus 12.8%; P=0.1; Table 3).

Discussion
In this first exclusive description of ticagrelor use in a
real-world setting, the novel findings of this registry can be
summarized as follows: up to a third of indications for use
of ticagrelor are considered off-label, approximately 20%
of patients started on ticagrelor are no longer taking it after
a median follow-up of 21 days because of a combination of
patient nonadherence and physician behavior, and prematurely stopping ticagrelor is an independent predictor of death
from vascular causes, myocardial infarction, or stroke.
It is well-established that ticagrelor provides both a
morbidity and mortality benefit compared with clopidogrel
for patients with ACSs. Further publications from the
PLATO trial have reinforced this in different subsets of

Table 2 Events in southern Saskatchewan Ticagrelor Registry
Events

Entire cohort

Ongoing ticagrelor

Stopped ticagrelor

P-value*

Composite endpoints
Myocardial infarction
Death from vascular causes
Stroke

20 (8.8)
9 (4.0)
7 (3.1)
4 (1.8)

9 (5.0)
6 (3.3)
2 (1.1)
1 (0.6)

11 (23.4)
3 (6.4)
5 (10.6)
3 (6.4)

0.001
NS
0.005**
0.05**

Notes: *Compared with ticagrelor ongoing therapy group. **Fisher’s exact test used to correct for small cell sizes. Composite endpoints include myocardial infarction, death
from vascular cause, and/or stroke. Values are n (%).
Abbreviation: NS, not significant.
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OR (95% CI)
STEMI

1.20 (0.48, 3.01)

NSTEMI

1.96 (0.78, 4.92)

Shock

14.4 (4.69, 50.49)

Within region

1.35 (0.50, 3.67)

CABG

0.98 (0.21, 4.54)

Premature stopping
of ticagrelor

5.81 (2.24, 15.0)

Off label

0.21 (0.05, 0.92)

In hospital bleeding

0.85 (0.18, 3.88)

Age <65

0.11 (0.03, 0.40)

Odds ratio

1

–1

3

5

7

Figure 2 Univariate predictors of having an event in the registry.
Notes: Presenting with shock and premature stopping of ticagrelor were predictive of having an event in our registry. Age younger than 65 years and off-label use of
ticagrelor were associated with decreased events. “Within region” means within 1 hour driving distance to the percutaneous coronary intervention facility. Off-label use for
ticagrelor was defined as those who did not meet inclusion and/or who met exclusion criteria.
Abbreviations: STEMI, ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; NSTEMI, non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; CABG, coronary artery bypass surgery;
OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

the population, including those for whom an early invasive strategy is planned,15 those intended for noninvasive
management,16 patients with renal dysfunction,17 patients
with diabetes,18 those older than 75 years,19 those with
previous stroke, 20 those who underwent CABG as a
revascularization strategy,21 and those with dysfunctional
Cyp2c19 allele.22 This cardiovascular benefit is effective in
both first and recurrent cardiovascular events23 and has also
proven to have superior cost-effectiveness24 to clopidogrel.
Although the efficacy is well-established in the above
subgroups, there are sparse data on its effectiveness in realworld settings. In the recently published Greek Antiplatelet
(GRAPE) Registry, clopidogrel was still the most commonly
used antiplatelet agent for STEMI/NSTEMI/unstable angina
at discharge, with ticagrelor coming in as a close second.25

The rate of off-label use of ticagrelor was higher in this
study, at 32% compared with 21% in the GRAPE Registry.
The larger number in this series can likely be explained by
the drawing population of the RQHR in which one-third of
the patient population comes from a non-PCI facility and has
already received thrombolytic therapy. The provincial regulatory body in this province does not discriminate use of ticagrelor for patients who have received thrombolytic therapy within
24 hours but, rather, endorses its use for patients with highrisk coronary anatomy. The current data are concordant with
other published, but admittedly few, registry data indicating
that the use of ticagrelor in this setting is not associated with
increased cardiac events.26 Another noteworthy finding was
the observation that declaring oneself as nonwhite predicted
premature discontinuation of ticagrelor. Although economic
OR (95% CI)

Age >65

8.22 (2.11, 32.10)

Presenting in shock

15.01 (3.46, 65.01)

Continuing with ticagrelor

0.24 (0.08, 0.72)

Odds ratio

–1

1

3

5

7

Figure 3 Multivariate predictors of having an event.
Notes: A test of the full model against a constant-only model was statistically significant, indicating that the predictors as a set reliably distinguished between those having
an adverse event and those not having one [model χ2 (3) =39.84; P0.001]. Nagelkerke’s R2 of 0.36 indicated a moderate relationship between prediction and grouping.
Prediction success overall was 94%. The Wald criterion demonstrated that all three predictors contributed significantly to the model (age, P0.005; shock, P0.001;
ticagrelor use, P0.05).
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.
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Table 3 Bleeding endpoints
Endpoint

Entire cohort (n=227)

Ongoing ticagrelor

Stopped ticagrelor

P-value*

Any bleeding event
Major life-threatening bleeding
Major or minor bleeding

28 (12.3)
6 (2.6)
22 (9.7)

18 (10.0)
3 (1.7)
15 (8.3)

10 (21.3)
3 (6.4)
7 (14.9)

0.05
0.05
NS
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Notes: Values are n (%). *Compared with ticagrelor ongoing therapy group.

growth has led to significant cultural expansion and an influx
of immigrants in Saskatchewan, the predominant nonwhite
population presenting with coronary artery disease are First
Nations. Because the regulatory body that covers medications for First Nations is different than the provincial body,
the regulatory body do not, to date, recognize ticagrelor as a
medication that should be covered post-ACS or for high-risk
unstable angina. This is the likely explanation for the early
discontinuation rate of this medication observed in this group.
As a result of this registry, discussions are currently underway
to educate the regulatory bodies involved, with the hope of
reversing this decision on the use of ticagrelor.
Somewhat surprisingly, age older than 65 years was
not a protective factor for continuing with ticagrelor. In
fact, the average age of patients continuing with ticagrelor
was younger than that for those who stopped receiving
ticagrelor. This may be explained by the increased prevalence of poor adherence to medications observed after
retirement, often past the age of 65 years,27 and the welldocumented decreased likelihood for the elderly to receive
evidence-based therapies compared with their younger
counterparts.28,29 Other registries are concordant with the
current study in identifying older age as a risk factor for
poorer outcomes.30
Considered to be secondary to an increase in systemic
adenosine concentrations, ticagrelor-induced dyspnea is
a real phenomenon that has been well-described with an
incidence ranging from 13%1 to 25%.31 Although a subjective finding, literature suggests it does not lead to compromised pulmonary status and does not reduce the efficacy
of ticagrelor.16 Although its severe form is rare (0.5%),
duration of dyspnea can last less than 24 hours for some
patients but can persist for weeks in others.16 However, in
those with a previous history of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, it can contribute to nonadherence.
Ten patients in the current cohort complained of dyspnea,
seven of whom, with sufficient and appropriate counseling,
could likely have been encouraged to continue with the
medication. Also linked to increased adenosine concentrations, ticagrelor causes more ventricular pauses compared
with clopidogrel. Although this has not led to more clinical
consequences in the literature,32 two patients in our cohort had
Patient Preference and Adherence 2014:8

to be switched to clopidogrel by their cardiologists because
of symptomatic pauses.
The need for concomitant anticoagulation is an unexpected but not uncommon aspect of treating patients with
coronary artery disease because of accompanying atrial
fibrillation, or managing severe left ventricular dysfunction
and/or clots after a large myocardial infarction. There are no
published trials that have evaluated triple therapy incorporating ticagrelor in place of clopidogrel, but it is likely that
major bleeding would be increased.33 Therefore, all efforts
should be made to avoid ticagrelor in triple therapy, as was
the practice of cardiologists in the current study with at least
six of the patients in this cohort.
Although our cohort was not powered to look at clinical
endpoints, our findings were consistent with the remainder
of literature. Older age and presenting in cardiogenic shock
were strong predictors of having an event. Although adherence has been linked to cardiovascular events,34 this registry
is the first to show that prematurely stopping ticagrelor is
associated with an event. Interestingly, even though this
cohort likely represents a lower-risk population than that of
PLATO (as 19% did not even meet inclusion criteria), both
event rate and bleeding rate were similar to that published for
PLATO. This speaks to the higher event rate often observed
in clinical registries compared with in clinical trials.
Two important points need to be emphasized with regard
to bleeding and ticagrelor use in this registry. First, receiving ticagrelor within 24 hours after thrombolytic therapy
was not associated with excess bleeding. As a pharmacoinvasive approach to patients after lytic therapy is a class 2a
recommendation, this is an important real-world scenario of
caring for our everyday postlytic patients. Goudevenos and
colleagues have also reported this finding.35 This leads to the
second observed point, that premature stoppage of ticagrelor was associated with increased bleeding. This may seem
counterintuitive, as ticagrelor is a strong antiplatelet agent.
However, our captured data may not be able to discern that the
reason a patient stopped ticagrelor was because of a bleeding
event. However, this may also be a real-life signal, as stopping
ticagrelor prematurely leads to ischemic events, and we know
these events are also a risk factor for bleeding events. Future
exploratory studies are required to analyze this further.
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Limitations
Because of the novelty of this medication and its use, there
are limited long-term follow-up data on this experience.
However, as most of the events in the PLATO group occurred
in the first 4 weeks, we are reassured that all patients alive at
4 weeks had a follow-up review. Adherence was defined by
reviewing charts and patient self-report. No precise measures
such as observed therapy or biological assays of ticagrelor,
dyspnea scales, and/or continuous electrocardiography
records for bradycardia were used. However, all charts were
reviewed in person by the lead investigator. Inherent for all
registry data, selection bias for both patients and physicians
is at play. Importantly, the effect of the elevated cost of the
ticagrelor compared with clopidogrel cannot be ascertained
in this study because of the special circumstances of coverage
offered by the AstraZeneca program. Although multiple nonPCI centers were involved, four interventional cardiologists
made the majority of decisions regarding use of ticagrelor
from one PCI facility. A larger sample size would have been
preferable in allowing detection of other features contributing
to adherence and/or physician behavior.

Conclusion
In this first description of ticagrelor adoption in a real-world
setting, we found that a significant portion of ticagrelor usage
is considered off-label. Because of both patient and physician
factors, about 21% of patients started on ticagrelor were no
longer taking it after a median follow-up of 21 days; this
cohort represents a high-risk group for an event defined as
death from vascular causes, myocardial infarction, or stroke.
These findings suggest that both patient and physician education is necessary in improving adherence.
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